The paper examines the personal characteristics, previous drink driving records, entry to the courts and court decisions for 1000 offenders convicted in the Hobart Courts of Petty Sessions for alcohol-related driving offences. It is shown that southern Tasmania has a very high rate of recidivism, that a large proportion chose legal representation and that the sentences of individual magistrates vary substantially even when a large number of factors are held constant. It is suggested that solicitors use adjournments to steer clients towards particular magistrates and some options for review of the current system are outlined.
INTRODUCTION
Analyses of crime are commonly frustrated by a lack of data. Official statistics (for example, ABS 1986) give broad overviews but are of limited value for detailed investigations of specific offences or types of offenders. Authorities with access to information, the police, road safety, prison and probation services, and the courts, rarely have the resources to produce more than gross summaries. Yet detailed examinations are important for at least two reasons. First, knowledge of offender characteristics is vital for the design and implementation of crime reduction strategies. Second, court sentences need to be scrutinised in order to identify any apparent disparities. It has been claimed that the courts " ... want statistical information on their current sentencing practices" (Lovegrove 1987: 211) . In noting that the major part of police effort and lower court time is probably spent on traffic matters, a Hobart magistrate claimed that, in Tasmania, " ... there has been no effective monitoring of this tremendous expenditure of public time and resources" (Sikk 1985: 156) .
This paper aims to fill part of the gap. It focusses on the most common offence treated in Tasmanian courts, drink driving, of which well over 4000 cases per annum are heard (ABS 1986) . Detailed studies of drink driving, particularly examining the effects of random breath testing (RBT), are available for some mainland states (for example, Cashmore 1985), but material for Tasmania is sparse. Madden (1986) has provided a brief outline of the introduction of RBT to the state. Wood has examined variations in 13 offender rates and penalties between Hobart suburbs (1987), in offender rates for local government areas (1989a) and in court decisions between the three benches that comprise the Tasmanian lower court system (1989b) .
DATA SOURCES AND AIMS
For this study, data were collected with the assistance of the Tasmanian Police Department. From January 1987, a set of details was recorded for slightly over 1000 drink driving offenders apprehended in southern Tasmania and eventually convicted by the Hobart-based Court of Petty Sessions. Details included name, age, sex, place of residence, place and date of arrest, occupation, blood alcohol concentration (BAC), ancillary offences (i.e. offences other than drink driving with which the offender was simultaneously charged), presence or absence of legal representation, number of adjournments before sentence, presiding magistrate, date of conviction and court penalty. Data were cross-checked by reference to press reports of drink driving convictions which include name, address, age, BAC and penalty for all offenders. Police and press records rarely differed, although obviously not all details could be checked. Information on the previous drink driving convictions of each offender (generally referred to below as priors) was collected by the author from file cards maintained by the Breathalyser Unit.
The data problems need to be acknowledged. First, the original intention was to have data collected for the first 1000 offenders to be convicted from January (Hom, , \ 198] ... I n a few cases, the police record merely indicated> 0.05.
These were entered as < (Un which explains the discrepancy defendants appearing on traffic charges unless there is a likelihood that the defendant will be jailed. Amongst offenders, both first and recidivist, there is a belief that solicitors "know the system" and may be able to achieve a more favourable result by steering their client to an appropriate magistrate. The steering mechanism is discussed further below. One magisterial source has indicated that legal representation, by increasing court efficiency, warrants a small "discount". The reasoning is that in hiring a lawyer, offenders already incur a substantial cash outlay. Hence, any court fine might be reduced by a small amount. Whatever the reasoning, it is clear that drink driving offences generate substantial flows of money to the legal profession.
Client steering operates through adjournments which mean that a scheduled court appearance is postponed. Postponement may be by the magistrate or on the application of the offender or, more usually,
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a solicitor or the police. Adjournments can occur for many reasons but here only the number for each case is considered. Overall, 42.7% of the cases were adjournment free (table 12) . However, less than half of first offenders were sentenced without adjournments whilst more than two-thirds of those with more than one prior had adjournments (table 12) . Multiple offenders also had higher proportions of multiple adjournments. To a large extent, the delays caused by adjournments are responsible for the variations in arrest/conviction times. Various factors lie behind decisions to request, or not request, adjournments. As noted above, some may wish to have their case finalised quickly. Adjournments may not be sought by some multiple offenders because they view their position with a sense of resignation. In some instances, adjournments are sought to prepare a case for an ancillary offence, particularly those of a non-routine nature.
Adjournments may be requested to gain appearance before a particular magistrate perceived to be either generally more "lenient" or more likely to treat specific categories of offender more leniently. There is ample evidence from the mainland to show that the sentencing styles of individual magistrates vary in identifiable ways (for example, Homel 1983). In Tasmania, there are statistically significant differences in the sentences handed down by the three benches of the Lower Court (Wood 1989b) . Comment from people with regular and frequent contact with the courts (press and police) indicates that some individual magistrates are seen as "soft". Retaining a solicitor buys this knowledge and adjournments are the means by which clients may be In some instances. e,m be of value to an offender licences nlust have a three-year period free from conviclion for an aJcoholrelated driving offence. The measured not from arrest to anc',! hut from conviction to conviction, hence may be of benefit in some cases.
With current data, it is impossible to make more than inferences about the extent or targets of manoeuvring through
Certainly the number of drink cases heard by each magistrate varied markedly (table 13). One magistrate heard 23% of the cases, with most of the others handling between 11 % and 15%. The apparently unequal division of hearings could reflect specialisation amongst the magistrates. Alternatively, it could be taken to illustrate of cases since, as is shown later, the magistrate who heard the most cases also made greatest use of the lightest penalties. More detail for specific sequences of adjournments would be necessary to explore this issue further.
THE OUTCOMES
Not surprisingly, the issue of most concern to offenders is the court decision. A variety of sentencing options is open to the courts. At the time of the survey, the main options were as follows: Service Orders (CSOs) A eso requires an offender to work on a project for a specified number of hours. Only with the consent of the offender, CSOs are often used in lieu of a fine.
(5) Suspended Jail Sentence (SS).
A jail term suspended on condition that the offender commit no breach within a specified time.
(6) Jail.
Magistrates
all FYDs to attend a prescribed course that outlines the dangers of drinking and driving. On very rare occasions, they mdY also require attendance at an alcohol rehabilitation centre.
Details of the total penalties handed down for the sample are given in table 14. These bald figures indicate that fines and disqualifications, usually imposed in combination, are by far the most common penalty element;,. DPs, at the time of the survey usually with a fine to older offenders with low BACs and relatively clean records, were awarded in about 6% of cases. CSOs were allocated to about (11) of the state's annual drink driving convictions, generated fines of over $1 SO (JOO, cancelled licences for over 870 years and put people in jail for a combined total of 7.5 years. In addition to the direct effects for court, and probation staff, a drink driving conviction also have social, familial and implications.
The sentencing options, as listed at the start of this seetion, can be seen in terms of an ladder (Sparks 1971) . To examine court decisions more closely, the package of penalties awarded to each offender was classified aceording to its most severe element. For example, a sentence DPs and a fine was classified as 'Fine'. etc.
There is considerable public disquiet disparities in sentences handed down for ~'''''W'''ll similar otIences. A common magisterial response is that the public generally is unaware of all the facts associated with any particular case. In ihe importance of prior records is stressed. The rest of this section examines sentences in terms of records and magistrate.
Priors and Sentences
Cross tabulation of type of sentence by number of priors indicates that, generally, recidivists received more severe sentences than first offenders (table 15) . Entries away from the broad diagonal generally reflect circumstances. For example, the 21 two offenders with one for whom the most severe element was a fine both had low SACs « 0.09%) and a long an-lOst-free period (> 7 of the three first offenders who were jailed, two had multiple offences including breach of bail and damaging property. Just as penalty increases with number of so does the average of each sentence element (table 16 ). An increase in the mean from first offenders through to recidivists is evident for all sentence elements except where the numbers in most are very small. An obvious inference is that use priors as a guide for type and amount. Progression up the ladder of priors earries with it the strong likelihood of Jarger amounts of more severe It has to be stressed, however, that these are gross figures obtained summing the decisions of all
The following section disaggregatcs sentences to the level of the individual magistrate.
TABL.E16 Mean Sentences
Prior Record 
Mean
No.
No. Mean No. Mean 
The Factor
In terms of sentence types (table   showed a strong for '''''~"H'A'.".' the most severe clemenr was was ahrHJst a suggests that some types disproporlionately two-thirds of the i ighl(>;t type (flfle DPs) were handed down by jusl two of the (A and C). Similarly, E alone gave 40"ln of the (SO whilst D, E and (j appear for suspended sentences. Numbers in most of the cells of table 17 arc too small to make stronger slalernell ts but tht,re are sufficient indications 01 to warrant more detailed examination of the major penalty type --that of a finc/disqualification combination. 
DISCUSSION
The public tends to view drink driving cases Clit. Guilt is rarely in question and a reading incontruvertible evidence of the of transgres;;ion, The public expects tha, :limilar transgressions will be punished by the courts in a consistent fashion. Yet it is clear from the evidence presented here that sentencing disparities between benches in Tasmania (Wood, 1989b) are matched at the level of the individual magistrate. Who hears one's case can have a significant effect on the type and amount of sanclion that is imposed.
It would seem that the current system of handling drink driving cases would benefit from review. Two alternatives, with many intermediates, can he outlined. One involves maintenance of the status quo. This implies that sentencing is and should be a highly individual affair. It accepts that magistrates can and should vary a sentence to suit the specific circumstances of both offender and offence. 
However, the current system has aspects ,hal may be viewed as disadvantageous and/or unjust.
There is no doubt that it absorbs large public expenJitures for what has become a routine charge. The current system encourages manoeuvring through adjournments which many regard as inequitable, A detailed knowledge sentencing styles, g~ined from court is a major service that solicitors can offer to their clients. As has often been noted (for example, Hood 1972), sentencing disparities contribute to public disatisfaction with the courts and, by implication, the police.
Against this background, many have argued for revision s of the legal system particularly with reference to high frequency offences such as drink driving. Perhaps the most advocated alternative is for a " .. > network of prescribed sentences based on type of offence and offender's criminal record" (Ashworth 1970: 47) . Homel's (1983) suggestion for sentencing drink drivers is that a two-way grid be drawn up il1 which one axis comprises RAC values (reflecting the seriousness of the current offence) and the other indicates previous drink driving and other motoring convictions (reflecting the blameworthiness of the offender). He advocates a range of penalties for each cell that is sufficiently broad to accommodate mitigating factors (such as unemployment) but much narrower than those currently evident in sentencing statistics. This is not the place and the author is not the person to propose cut off points within such a grid. Difficult decisions on many questions would need to be made, including definitions of mitigating factors, procedures for handling ancillary offences, etc. Yet, properly researched and implemented, a sentencing system based on specified guidelines appears to have many advantages. It, presumably, would reduce community disquiet with the current system. It would give magistrates a firmer frame of reference. It might reduce public expenditure increasing court efficiency. People with close contact with the system indicate that the "penalty" most disliked by many offenders is publication of their name and offence details in the press. Providing that this requirement is maintained, it may be worth exploring the option of automatic penalties that do not require court appearances for standard offences.
This research suggests that at least t.hree other matters require consideration by the legislators. Firstly, if steering through adjournments is seen to be undesirable, an option may be to require that adjournments arc granted only on condition that the defendant reappear before the initial magistrate; this, in turn, might. require some revision of court procedures. Secondly, the legislation relating to the dating of arrest-free periods for restricted license applicants would benefit from review. Thirdly and most importantly, this study shows that recidivism is at a high level in southern Tasman ia. One implication is that current sanctions do not have a strong deterrent effect for many offenders. Additional procedures, not involv ing harsher need 10 be instituted for repeat may be to extend usc; of the P plate system requiring, say, people convicied more than once to carry P plates for a period. Whether the current system is revised or not, one important issue remains to be discussed. There is a clear and urgent need for more information about court decisions. Such information would contribute to better public understanding of the system. It would also allow magistrates to compare standards. At present, there is no regular monitoring of court decisions. Such information could be used to identify and correct apparent discrepancies. It would also form a vital ingredient for any revision of the system.
